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IMTRCDUCTION 
Knowledge of the arrangeaent of atoms in a orystal is rery 
important for understanding the nature of the forces existing between 
the atoBS and, thus, the eheadeal behavior of these atoms. By means of 
X-ray dlffraotl«i teohnlques, even very eoo^lleated crystal structures 
oan now be served, except for the location of light atoas In the 
presence of very heavy atoas. The recent advent of neutron dlffractlcn, 
however, shows promise of removing this difficulty in the determinatlcm 
of crystal structures. 
The determinatian of the struetuz>e of lanthanum sulfate ennea-
hydrate Is an example of the use of I-ray diffracticm techniques in 
solving a eai|)llcated structure, while the location of the carbon atoms 
in thorium dicarbide is an exaq^le of the power of neutrcm diffraction 
techniques, even thou|^ poorly developed at present, in solving 
problems which are insoluble by means of Z-ray diffraction. 
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M STRIJCTURE (F LAHTHANUH SULFATE EHMEAHIDRm 
iBtrodttotloQ 
The orystal strueturea of only a few salt hydrates ooatalnlng 
large cations have been determined and thus little is known about the 
eoerdinati<m polyhedra of these ions. The Ion in neodyadUB bromate 
enneahydrate, whose structure was deterained by Helohols (1939)> is 
snrroanded by nine water oocygen atow forming a pt^Lyhedrcsi with IS 
equal edges. ThJji eoerdination polyhedron is fonBed by adding atoss 
oat fr<»B the centers of the 3 twrtieal faees of a triangular prism 
o<»itaining atoms at the 6 eorners. Tery few structures are kscwn where 
the coordination number about the cation is 9 and thus in order to see 
if this unusual coordination number is a property of the rare earth 
imSf the determinaticm of the structure of lanthanum sulfate ennea-
hydrate was undertaken. 
The structure found, while indicating that the rare earth ions 
probably do tend towards a coordination number of 9, is even more 
interesting in other respects. There are two sets of lanthanum atoms 
in the crystal with different coordination numbers (9 and 12} axA, in 
addition, only 6 of the water molecules are coordinated about the 
lanthanum atoMi, the remaining 3 filling in hides in the structure and 
probably held in place by hydrogen bonding. 
3 
Method o(f Prooednre 
4faffily distribution of eleetroes in 
a orystal, expressed bjr the eleotron density fonetlon ^  (xys), varies 
periodieally nithin the ezTStal and ean be desorlbed by the Fourier 
series 
^ { x y . ) = ^ Z I Z  '(hkP)**P 2n(hx:^ kr'i's) 
^ " h k 
where T is the Tolniae of the unit oell and F^£) i« ^e stmotnre factor, 
for tiae crystal plane with Miller indices (hki). The absolute Talue, 
but not the phase angle, of ean be obtained directly from X-ray 
data since the intensity, '^vo]t of the diffracted X-ray beam is propor­
tional to The phase angle(hir/)i» ^ calculated if the 
approKlMte structure is known by 
Z fjcos 27thrj^k3rj^-^»j^(hkD) 
m  
where fj is the atoa farm factor for the atom J located at (xj»yj»Sj)« 
In the case o£ a crystal with a center of i^roMtry, the Fourier 
series expansiem of the electron density function is siiq^lified by 
%k£)^ 
c>£> 
--C-9 
Swen th(m|^ the structure factors are no« real, they still cannot be 
determined direetljr from Z-ray data since the sign of is not 
given by l^g). 
The electron density function is used in X<»rajr orystallograplqr to 
refine the parameters once the approximate structure is knosn. Maxima 
in ^(xyn) oeeur at the positions of the atoms in the unit cell since 
almost all of the eleetr(»is are loeated in -tiie immediate Tioinity of 
at<» nuclei* 
In X-ray crystallography, contoor awps of the electron density 
function evaluated for a given plane in the crystal cure knovn as Fourier 
secticBS. 
Patterson (1934) develqped the ftoction, 
2 
P(xya}, expandable in a Fourier series in which F^^), rather than 
^(hk{)* value of P(xyi) cannot be over-estiMted since <mly 
inf(Mrmati(m obtainable directly from data is required for its 
evaluation. The Patterson function 
P(xy«) s 21 Z f lF/jjt..ipcoe 2r(h*+kyf^») 
exhibits peaks at vector distances from t^e origin equal to vector dis­
tances betveen the atcm in a crystal* The relative magnitude of a peak 
is equal to the product of the numbers of electrons associated with the 
atoms respoDsible for the peak* Interpretation at the vector cell 
resulting frcm the evaluation of P(xys) is, however, coaplioated hj the 
presence of(n^-n)peaks, where n is the number of at(»s in the unit cell. 
The one-dimen8i<»ial Patterson function 
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is a projection of the reotor cell m the z-axis. While the tiro> 
diaensloQal Pattersoa funotion 
P(*y) = X /'(^ PooB 2r{hxtlcy) 
h k 
is a projection of the Teetor Mil on the (001) plane. These, and sin-
ilar projections, are often rery useful and do not require the excessive 
ooi^tutatioaal tiae that the tbree-diaensional function requires. In 
the ease of lanthanuB sulfate tnneahydrate, the positions of the La 
at<m were obtained froai the P(a) projection. It vas not possible, 
hoveTer, to determine the positions of the sulfur and the oo^en atoss 
frOT vector cell projections, but it was possible to locate them by 
Beans of the three-dimnsional function, P(xy8). 
f t f  f m i f f  m i f i i *  actual coaputation of the Fourier 
series used in crystal structure detendnations is tedious and tinso 
ecmavaing. Many aethods have been suggested for carrying out the calcu-
laticms (Bunn, 1948). The punched-oard equipnent used in the 
nethod devel<^d by Shaffer, Schonaker, and Pauling (1946) was available 
and thus this method Has used in ooB^uting the series discussed in later 
^he custoaary practice of referring to punched<-oard equipment 
manufactured by the International Business Machines Corporation by the 
initials IBM will be fdlowed. 
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seoticaw. la this aethod, the exprsssion for the suaaatioa is first 
•xpaoded into suss of produots ol sines and chines, as for ezaii^le, 
X X 27r(hx+lqr) s Z Z l|t|]c(W08 271qr cos aTIhx 
h k h [_k J 
-1 
h 
^ {^hkdpi" 2irky 
k 
sin 2^. 
In this wajf the ooltiple suaaation is effeotivel/ reduced to a series 
of single sttmations involTing terns of the type, A)|eos 2^ {cat Aj^sin 
2fhx}. For a giten suMation, the requiired cards, containing i^^oos ZHhx 
(or Aj^sin Z^bx) evaluated at Internals of x s l/60, are polled fron a 
peraanent set. The suBoaatim is then carried oat using an IBlf tabulator 
vhic^ prints up the results of the suaaatioBi nanely, ZA^cos 2l7hx (or 
h 
the suaa of the correspooding sine teres) for Talues of x at in^rvals 
of 1/60. The values thus obtained are used as aaqplitudes, in tiie 
next suBoution. This process is repeated until the final sunaation has 
been aade. 
Calculatiop of structure factcgs. Another long and tedious calcu-
latioai required in crystal structure determinations is the calculation 
of structure factors. Here again, punehed«oard oethods can be applied 
to advantage. The first published account of such application (Scmdbue 
and Schooaker, l%6)f an abstract of a paper presented at a te^uaical 
aeeting, ia^lied that the expression oos2lf(hxtky^'^s), appearing in 
structure factor calculations, should be coBipletely expanded into sums 
of produots of sines aM cosines. However, in the case of the hexagoiial 
systea, to vhieh lanthanua sulfate eoneahydrate belongs, it was 
immediately apparent that tills expression should not be oomplstely 
wcpai»}ed. A eoi^lete inTestigation of the most eecmoBieal aethod of 
calculating structure factors using punched cards was thus undertaken. 
This inTestigation shewed that the waj in whioh the cAloulation should 
\)6 haMled depends upon the space grcHq> involrsd and that it would not 
be advisable to try to set up a general procedure. Fortunately, the 
actual IBM operations involved are such that a general procedure is not 
necessary* Subsequent to this inv«stigati(ai, Bcaohue and Sohtmker 
(1949) published their full account of the use of punched cards in the 
oalculati(m of structure factors, and in this paper they point out that 
the form in which the calculations are best carried out depends upon 
the particular ease at hand. 
the strrictttre factors for lanthanun sulfate enneahydrate were 
calculated using the expression, 
n 
where the suossation is over tiie n atoms in the unit cell which are 
unrelated by a center of syanetry. ^ hand punching and gang punching 
operations analogous to those used by Donohue and Schooaker (1949), a 
set of calculation cards were prepared containing the Information: 
hki, XjyjSj, and fj. For each card, the sua of the products, ' 
hXj-'-kyj-^'^aj, was then obtained using an Uii Bultiplier which punched 
the result into the card* The value, cos 2171^, was next puntdied into 
each card by a gang punching operation, and the cards were again sent 
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throagh the mltlpller, this tine to calculate and punch into eacdi card 
i^e product, (fp(eos 2irXj). The final atepy after sorting the cards 
hki, ccsisisted of sumdng the n cards for each hkl? using an IBM 
tabulator, thus obtaining the structure factors, The actual cal­
culation time required for 562 stmcture factors was about 20 houra, 
about l/lO the tine which vmild hare been required to carry out the 
caleulatiots using a hand calculator. 
Physical and X-ray Data 
Lanthanua sulfate enneahydrate, LBL2(^Qi^)yS^0t crystallises from 
water at rooa teaperature and is stable in air. Large (10*0) faces and 
saaller (ll*o), (lO*!) , (^0»2), and (00»3) faces develop on the needle­
like hexagonal crystals. The interfaciAl angle (10»($ t ^0»l) was 
49" 90', giiring an axial ratio * 1*35 f Kraus (1901) reported 
a^iCg s 1,359. 
The unit cell dioensions, deterained from neasurenents on (hO*i) 
and (hk«-0) Weissenberg diagrans, are* a^ > 10.98, c^ • 8.13 A, giving 
a^fc^ « 1*35* The wavelength of Cu characteristic radiati<» was 
taken as 1.5-405 A. The densi^, calculated on the basis of 4 La at<»sBS 
per unit cell (i.e., Z ^  2), is 2.85} Kraus (1901) reported the density, 
aeasured with a pyoncHseter, as 2.821. 
The (hkti?) reflections, as well as the (hkeO) reflections, were 
cA>served to have the «qnmBetxy G^. Thus the Laue synMtz7 is C^|^. The 
(00*i) reflections with^ odd were absent for orders out to (00»10}, 
az^ no other systenatic absences were observed. Thus the nost probable 
9 
8pae« groaps ar« nhiek Is esatrosyiuMtrlOi and CSj, vhloh Is nom-
esntrosyMBetrio. The crystal faoss which dsYslop are related by a center 
of syaaetry and no pyroeleetrle effect was obsenred when tiie crystal was 
dipped in lipoid air. There is, ^erefore, no a priori reason to go to 
the non»eentros;^metrie space group. 
Single crystal diagram were cbtained using a Weissenberg caaera 
of 2.836 OB. raditu and Ga characteristic K radiati(». Equi-inclinatiaD 
Weissenberg diagram of the (h]c»0}*(hk*6) layer lines were prepared as-
ing a single crystal of 0.00^ em. eross-secticm and 0.1 cb. leng^. 
The (hO»i} Weissenberg diagrM was obtained asing a single orjrstal whose 
approociaate cross-seotian and length were 0.03 and 0.08 om», 
respectively. 
Intensities of the reflecticms were Tisaally estinated fro« sets 
«i£ five film simltaneoasly exposed. The factor between saceessive 
filBS dae to absorption of X-n^ I7 Hin fila was detemlned to be 2.7 
by Tisaal ooi^mrison of spots aa saecessire filns and 
asing the intensity ratioj ' 100i50tl7. The intensities of 
the spots o& the (hk»0}-(hk»6) layer lines were placed o& the saoe 
relative scale by e(«Telatioa with the (h0<t^} data. 
The intensities, were converted to relative by ^ e 
eqaatiCD 
where) P is the polarisation factor} L is an angle factor correcting 
fca* ^e tine which the plane [hlc»^^ was in a positicm to reflect; A is 
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the absorptioB faot(3r| and T is the teoperature factor. The values of 
L and P Here obtaiz»d £rom tables Ic^ Buerger (1945) • The absorption 
ai^ tesperature ecfrreotims were onitted since thej tend to caneel eaoh 
other (^is subject is treated in a later sect ice), and sinoe errotv 
introduced by their onlssion have little effect \q>on the aoctiraej of 
the parameters deterstined frcai Fourier series. 
Determination of the Structure 
Location of the lanthanua atoss 
The positions of the 4 Ia atoms present in the unit cell were 
determined frc^ i^e Patterscn projection, P(s), together with the 
knearledge that the La-La distances must be conslderablj' greater than 
O 
1/4 c^ « 2*03 A. The P(i) projeetiwiy shown in Fig. 1, has strong peaks 
at s > Of 1/2, and 1/U» The first two of these furnish no new informa­
tion concerning the location of the La at<»8 since the peak at s s 0 is 
due to all atoms being sero distance trm themselvms, while the peak at 
s • 1/2 is due to the 6^ axis whose presence was determined by the 
(00*^) reflecticMM being present cmly for J * 2n. The hei|^t of the 
peak at 8 s x/U, hose-ver, can be explained cmly Tectors between La 
atoms having s-c(»q>onents of l/4« 
The coily positions in space grotqw C6^ and 06y^m available for the 
4 La atoms are the 2-fold and 4-fold sets shown in Table 1. The 4-fold 
sets are not permitted, however, since they place La atoms imly 1/4 c^, 
2.03 A, apart when s s 1/8 is taken in order that tiiiere will be La-La 
vectors with z-coiqjonents of 1/4. Of the possible c(»binations of 
- 11 -
0 
z 
Fig. 1. Patterson function, P(z), for 
lanthanum sulfate enneahydrate. 
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Tabid 1 
Point Posititaa® 
Spaee Qroup Positiona 
C63 2 (a) 0,0,s; OyO,^ -^ s. 
2 (b) l/3,2/3,»l 2/3,1/3,1/2^ ». 
6 (c) 
*»y,i+*i y,y-x,ifsi x-y,x,ir*». 
063/® 2 («) - ( O f O f ^ ) • 
2 (b) 0(0(0} OfOy'^ * 
2 (e) i(l/3,2/3,lA). 
2 (d) 1(2/3,1/3,1/4). 
it (•) (^0,0,*J o,o,i-«). 
U i t )  i(l/3,2/3,aj 1/3,2/3,l/2-«). 
6 (g) '^ ,0,0j 0,'|-,0} 'i','^ ,0} 
ithh 
6 (h) i(*,y,ii y»*-y»ii y-x,x,i). 
12 (1) -(x,y»ai y»x-y»«i y-x,^j x»y»i-*i 
y,x-y»i-«i y-x^,i->5). 
^ The BOBttnelature follows that in InternatloBala Tabellcn gar 
Tffi (1935). 
2-fold sets in space groap C6j/m, only (a) and (b), or (b) and (e) or 
(d) have z-eoi^sonents of 1/4 between the point po8iti<ai3. The eossbina-
tion (a) and (b), hotreveri is not permitted sinee it places La at^ss 
too close to each other. ThttSy if the space groop is C6^m, two of the 
4 Ia atomi are in set (b) and tvo are in set (e); set (d) need not be 
coosidered sinee it gives toe s&m arrangenent of the La at(»a as (c). 
Sinilar considerations show that the cmljr arrangeoent alloeed for the 
La atoas in space groap C6^ is (a) pltie (b) with * lA*^ IMs 
iS) hoseyer, the saiw arrangement as is allowed in Ody'ln sinee the s-
parameter of one set of atcsmi, (a), can arbitrarily be taken as sero 
because all point positions in this space group contain a s-parameter» 
The positions of the La atoms are, theref(»re} 0,0,Oj 0,0,1/2} 1/3, 2/3, 
1/Ui and 2/3,1/3,3/4. 
^ atiXw ft# mrg^B 
The positions of the 6 sulfur A%oa» and the 42 oxygen at(»8 in the 
unit cell were determined from the vector cell seetion P(3^), Fig. 2, 
together with the knowledge that the sulfate icn consists of a sulfur 
atom surrounded by a tetrahedron of oxygen atoms with the S-0 distances 
0 
equal to 1,5 A. In addition the interpretation placed on P(xy^} puts 
^If the peak on P(s) at s s 1/4 ie actually slightly displaced tram 
l/4» space group CSy'm is eliminated. However, the sharpness of this 
peak is such as to allow, at most, only very small displacements frcm 
1/4 ai^ ti&us the assui^tion, at this point, that the peak occurs at 
exactly a • 1/4 does not invalidate the arguments which follow. This 
point will be discussed more fully in a later section. 
' U ' 
Fig. 2. Patterson function P(xy|-), for lanthanum sulfate 
enneahydrate. 
the crystal in the space group C6^/m. 
The peaks expected to appear cm PCxjrj^), if the space grmp is 
are shovn in Table 2* Atoos oecupying an (h) set of positions 
give rise to a 6-fold set of vector peaks occurring at the actual xy 
coordinates of the atoms, while atoms in a (g) set give rise to two 
6«fotld sets of peaks occurring at the positic^s given in the tahle. 
Atoas oecupjing ui (i) set of positions will not, in general, ocAtribute 
to peaJos appearing on P(x7^). However, if the s*paraMter of the (i) 
set of is close to sero, they will contribute to the two 6«fold 
sets of vector peaks shown in Table 2. 
The sulfate icm has tetrahedral syneetry and thus the sulfur atou 
cannot occupy a set of positions with point synoMtry C^-l, since a 
tetrahedron does not have a center of synmitry. This eliminates set 
(g) which has C^-1 syaaetry, ai^ thus the 6 sulfur atom are in set (h) 
if the space groieq) is C6^b. In addition, since set (h) lies in the 
mirr&e plane, the airror plane of the sulfate ion tetrahedron oust also 
lie in the airror plane. This deaands that two of the four oxygens in 
a sulfate ion lie in l^e airror plane, thus occupying two (h) sets, 
while the other two occupy an (i) set of poeitioes. 
Peak II on P(xy^}, Fig. 2, is the hei^t expected for a La-S peak. 
Peaks in and 71 are about 1.5 A froa peak II, the expected S*0 distance, 
and lines joining the foraer peaks to the latter peak aake an angle of 
about 109i-''» the expected tetrahedral angle. Peaks II, III and ?I are, 
therefore, just the peaks expected froa the sulfate ions if the space 
group is C6j/b. The reaaining 12 sulfate oaqrgen atoas srast occtqty an 
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Table 2 
Peaks Expected cm P(x7:|^) 
(Assuaing space group 063/01) 
Atom Besp(»sible* Position of Peaks^ Sise 
Uj and Laji 1/3,2/3 2Zj^Zj^ 
Uji and Q 1/3,1/6 Zj^Zg 
1/6,1/3 
Laj and H 
and I l/3*'*j,2/3~yj 
<»I ^ 0 )  2/3-Xj,l/3-yj 2Zj^2i 
refers to Ia atons in set (b)| lAjit ^ atcm in set (e}| 
Q ,  to ate»Bs in set (g}) H, to atoas in an (fi; set; and I, to atoas in 
an (i) set, vith 
^ositioi given is r^resentatijra of the set of peaks related bgr 
6»f(^ d syaaetryi i(x,yj y,x-y| 7-x,x). 
- 17 
(i) set c£ poeitloias with x « 0,95$ 7 ' 0*21, s * 0.1 in order t<xt the 
sulfate ion to be a tetrahedrcm and for the S-0 dlstanees to be about 
1.5 A* These sulfate oxygens do not, hovever, eontrlbute to P(x7^) 
since their s-paraaeter is not approsinatelj zero. 
The IS vater oxygen at<»s anist aeeount for peaks IT an! 1, and, in 
additi^, tor the height of peak III which is about twice as hi^ as is 
(Hcpeeted if only •eet(n>8 between La and one (h) set of sulfate oxjrgena 
are contributing to it. The water oqrgen atoms cannot occupj three 
sets of (h) positions, for if the/ did, two of the three mtam repre­
sented peaks 17, T, and 71 would occur at the saiM i-leTel and 
atom would then be much to clese to each other* Vater osjrgen atcM in 
an (i) set with x • 0*53, 7 • 0*16, and s 0 will aecoant for peaks at 
17 and III on and the reaaining 6 water oKjrgen atcan in an (h) 
set will aeeount for peak 7.. The interpretation of PCxyi^), <m the basis 
of space grm^ G6y/m, has thus been ccnqpleted. 
Each set of (h) positioeui coiuists of one set of three points in 
the Birror plane at s s 1/4 and <me set of three pcdnts in the airror 
plane at s s 3/U» Thus, PCxgrj^}, while determining Hxb xy coordinates 
o/t the atoBs in each (h) set, does not determine whether cnr not the 
atoms in a partimdar (h) set are near the La atoms in set (c) • That 
is, it does not determine whether the j-parameter is greater than or 
less than th« x-pairameter. PCxyO), however, distinguishes between these 
two eases. Peaks resulting from Teotors between Ia atoms in set (0) and 
at<»s in an (h) set will appear on P(3grO) in the 6-fold set of positions 
represented bj (2/3+x^, 1/3+7^), where Xg ai»l are the two parameters 
18 -
of the (h) set. This Patterson section was eTalttated and a La-S peak 
appear^ at x s 0.75» 7 - 0.58. This gires, for sulftxr, tiie rou^ 
paraaeter imluesi > o,Q4 and yg s 0.25• Thus ai^ the sam 
nust be true of the paraoeters assoeiated with the sulfate oxygen atom* 
The mlj olearly defined peaks which appeared on P(xyO) were those 
due to veetcKTS between La and La, La and S, and La and set (i) water 
oxygens. This Patterson section, therefore, could not be used to 
distinguish between the two eases, x> y and y>x, for the (h) set of 
water oxygens. BoseTer, if these water oxygens are to be a reasonable 
distance fr<« the (h) set of sulfate oxygens represented by peak 71 on 
F i g *  2 ,  'U i e  p a r a M t e r  r e l a t i o n s h i p  a m s t  b e  x > y «  
The rector cell projection P(3qr), shown in Fig. 3, is consistent 
with the above interpretatim of P(xy|-} ai^ P(xyO}. Tectors between 
La atcHBs in set (b) and the (i) set of sulfate oxygen atoos give rise 
to the strong peaks joining the La-S peaks on P(xy). The La-S peaks 
occur at the same positions on both P(xy) and P(xy^). Thus P(xy) 
deteraines the x and y«paraantera of ^ese oxygen atc»s. The approxi-
aate s-paraaeter, tmlculated <m the basis of tetrahedral syaMtry of 
the sulfate ion and a S-0 distance of 1.5 £, is s s 0.088. 
The paraaeters deterained by the f<»regoing analysis are given in 
Table 3. This set of paraaeters will be designated as paraaeter set A 
ai^ tdie labeling of the Tariotis atcnns, as given in Table 3, will be 
followed in the following sectlms. 
The structure factors for the 587 observed reflections were calcu­
lated on the basis of paraaeter set A, using the IBM punched-card method. 
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Fig. 3» Patterson function P(xy), for lanthanum sulfate 
enneahydrate. 
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Table 3 
ParaMter Set A 
AtoaP Paraaeters 
X r • 
Laj speeial pcMiticni ooof oak. 
1^1 special position} i(1/3,2/3,1/4). 
S 0.050 0.263 0.250 
Ol 0.120 0.167 0,250 
0.167 0.338 0.250 
0.960 0.222 0.088 
Oif 0.405 0.298 0.250 
% 0.840 0.367 0.000 
Xaj repreaeats the (b) set of lanthamw atoM} the (e) set 
of laathaaom atc»M| the (h) set of sulfate oxygen at<»» responsible 
for peak III on ^(xjriJt O^j, the (h) set of sulfate oxjgen atfm respon­
sible for peak Tl} ^ sulfate oxygen atom} O^i the 
(h) set of water oxygen atora; and the (i) set of water oxygen 
atoas. 
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The agreement between calculated and observed values was satisfactory, 
indicating that the approKimate structure, x>epresented by paraneter set 
k, was essentially correet. 
Eefineaent of the oaraaeters 
The parameters associated with the lanthanum sulfate enaeahydrate 
structure were refined by neaius of the electron density function, 
^(xys), discussed earlier. Fortunately, this function needed to be 
evaluated (mly for 5 planes, called Fourier sections, in order to deter­
mine all parameters. These Fourier sections, together with the para-
aeters they determine, are given in Table U* 
By means of the IBM punched-oard method already discussed, the first 
set of Fourier sections were evaluated using the signs of the structure 
factors determined by parameter set A. Of the 587 observed reflections, 
70 vere omitted since they were sufficiently weak fear sli^t changes in 
tiie parameters to affect their signs. Frna the positions of the peaks 
appearing on these Fourier sections, a new set of parameters, set B, 
were obtained and the structure fact cars for the 5^7 reflections again 
calculated. Heme a! the signs of the 517 reflecticms included in this 
set of Fourier sections were changed by the new parameters. 
A second set of Fourier sections were evaluated using the signs of 
the structure factOTs determined by parameter set B. All 587 observed 
refleetioaais were incltided in these calculations. Fig. 4 is the contour 
map of ^(xy^) obtained in tiiis manner. The contours are on a relative 
scale, the outermost contour of each peak being the sero ccmtour on this 
. 22 -
Table k 
Fourier Seotlona Evaluated 
Fourier SeotioQ Paraaetera Determined 
(a^ ) X and j for all atoM ia (h) aeta 
(xyO) X and 7 
for 0^ at<»8 
(x,22/60,a) X and • 
(x,7,5/60) 
(x,13/60,a) 
X and 7 
for 0]>jj- at(»8 
X and a 
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Fig. Fourier section ^ (xy|^), for lanthanum sulfate 
enneahydrate, 
relatlTe seal*. The eootottz>s ci the La peak are at intervala of 1,000, 
those sii the S peaks are at latenrals of 250, while the o^toors of all 
other peaks are at intervals of ICK). The regions ai interest 00. the A 
other foorler seotions are shovn in Fig. $• The eontours are drawn at 
intervals of 100 and are on the saae relative soale as those shosn in 
Fig. 4. The false peaks appearing on will be diseussed in the 
foUoving seotien. 
The final paraaeters, set 0, obtained froa the seeond set of 
Fourier seotions, are listed in Table 5 along with thcMie of sets A and 
B. The straetnre faetors, oaleula^d with the paraneters of set C, are 
oosB^red with their c^served viQ.nes in Table 6. Mine of the signs, 
determined by paraaeter set B, were changed by paraneter set C. The 
partieulAT refleetiooB invt^ved and the effeot of their diange in sign 
will be oonsidered in a later seetien. 
Ev«l«tation of the Stmcture Seterninatioii 
The presenoe of a 63««xis was deterained by l^e obserratioa that 
(00<t() was present only for 2n, for orders oat to (00»10), as 
pointed out earlier. The observation of 5 absent orders, in a ease sueh 
as this, is usually suffieient for the deteraination of a systeaatie 
absenee for tiie reascms whioh f^ov. It is hi^ily unlikely that these 
abseaoes will occur unless alaost all the atoas belong to sets of 
po8iti(»s involving 6^ syaoBetry. In additi<m, it is even aore unlikely 
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Section 
Level 
z 
Atom 
UB 52 AB 52 
X X 
III 
55 X 0 55 X 
Section 
Level 
22 
13 
1 A 
Fig. 5. Fourier sections through the Ojjj and 0^ 
atoms of lanthanum sulfate enneahydrate 
(coordinates given in 60th3). 
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Table 5 
ParaMtar Yaluaa 
ParauMtar 
A 
Sat 
B C 
S X 0.050 0.052 0.047 
7 0.263 0.260 0.262 
®T X 0.120 0.107 0.120 1. 
J 0.167 0.178 0.165 
X 0.167 0.162 0.150 
7 0.388 0.388 0.388 
®III X 0.960 0.957 0.961 
7 0.222 0.222 0.218 
1 0.088 0.090 0.093 
®r? X 0.405 0.427 0.437 
7 0.298 0.328 0.333 
% X 0.840 0.841 0.8a 
7 0.367 0.370 0.373 
% 0.000 0.992 0.988 
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Table 6 
Calculated and Observed Structure Factors 
for Lanthanum Sulfate Enneahydrate 
Indices F  
calc. F  obs« 
0  1  0  9  9  6  8  
0  2  0  
- 2  5  2  4  
0  3 ^ 0  1 4  4  1 2  0  
0  ^  ^  0  8  0  8  8  
0  r ,  - r  C  o  1 0  0  
0  6 ^ 0  1 2  6  1 3  4  
0 7 * 0  1  0  3  6  
0  8 * 0  5  1  4  8  
0 9 ^ 0  1 1 3  1 4  0  
0,1 0 # 0 
- 1  2  0  
0,1 1 # 0 9  0  
0,1 2 0 8  0  1 0  2  
1 1 * 0  1 7  9  9  6  
12 4-0 2  0  3  8  
1 3 ^ 0  1 2  9  1 0  2  
1  4  1 =  0  1 9  6  1 3  6  
1  5 ^  0  3  4  2  4  
1  6  s e  0  - 2 0  4  2  
1 7 * 0  1 4  6  1 6  4  
1  8  sis 0  4  8  5  6  
1  9  3  1 ,  5  6  
1,1 0*0 9  6  1 1 8  
1,1 1*0 3  6  2  6  
2  1 * 0  2  2  1  6  
2  2 * 0  1 3  2  1 0  0  
2  3 * 0  - 1  7  2  8  
2  4 * 0  5  0  7  6  
2  5 * 0  1 1 7  1 2  8  
2  6 * 0  8  8  9  6  
2  7 * 0  4  6  6  8  
• 2B -
Table 6 
(Continued) 
^calc. ^obs. 
2 8 * 0  1 1 4  1 6 4  
2 9 * 0  3 6  5 4  
2^1 0 « 0 5 3 4 4 
2 , 1 1 ' i ^ O  1 2 7  1 0 8  
31-^0 63 8 0 
3 2 ^ 0  4 3  5 2  
3 3 = 5 = 0  1 0 3  1 2 4  
3 4  5 0  6 4  
3  5 ^ - 0  21 34 
3 6 ^ 0  1 2 1  1 2 8  
3 7 j ^ 0  1 9  4 0  
3 8 * 0  5  8  
3 9 * 0  1 4 4  1 6 8  
3,1 0 * 0 5 8 6 2 
4 1 * 0  2 4 3  1 6 0  
4  2  g e  0  - 7  2  2  
4 3 * 0  1 7  4 0  
4 4 * 0  1 7 3  1 6 0  
4  5 * 0  4 6  4 8  
4 6 * 0  2 0  1 6  
4 7 * 0  9 8  1 1 2  
4  8 * 0  - 6  0  
4  9 * 0  1 3  0  
5  1 * 0  3 4  0  
5 2 * 0  1 9 3  1 4 8  
5  3 * 0  7 3  9 6  
5  4 * 0  4 5  5 6  
5 5 * 0  9 7  1 1 2  
5  6 * 0  2 6  0  
5 7 * 0  3 1  3 8  
5 8 1 ^ 0  1 3 4  1 3 8  
5  9  0  6  0  
6 1 * 0  3 7  3 2  
6 2 ^ - 0  7 1  9 6  
6 3 * 0  1 7 8  1 7 0  
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Table 6 
(Continued) 
®'oalo. ''ob3. 
6 4 >!= 0 ">1 4 8  
6  5 - ^ 0  3  1  4  2  
6  6  0  1 3  9  1 6  8  
6  7 ^ 0  6  3  8  6  
6  8 * 0  1  4  0  
7  1  0  1 6  2  1 5  2  
7  2  0  5  7  8  0  
7 3 55: 0 4  0  2  0  
^ ^  ' 6  2  1 1 0  
T  o  0  3  8  7  0  
7  6 ^ 0  6  6  9  0  
7  7 * 0  8  8  9  6  
8  1 ^ 0  1  3  1  8  
8  2 * 0  1 0  3  1 1 2  
8  3 * 0  - 4  0  
8  4 * 0  2  2  2  4  
8  5 * 0  1 1 1  1 3  8  
8  6 * 0  2 7  2  4  
9  1 * 0  4  9  8  4  
9  2 * 0  4  7  3  6  
9  3  0  1 1 9  1 4  8  
9  4 * 0  - 4  0  
9  5 * 0  - 1  0  
1 0/i * 0 1 1 5  1 5  6  
1  0,2 C 7  6  9  6  
1 0,3 * 0 3  1  3  8  
1  1/1 *  0  2  4  5  4  
1 1 / 2 * 0  1 3  7  1 0  8  
0  1 * 1  1 0  4  7  2  
0  2 * 1  - 2  5  5  0  
0  3 * 1  3  5  2  2  
0  4 * 1  6  9  6  8  
0  5  #  1  " 3  9  5  6  
0  6 * 1  1  9  2  4  
0  7 * 1  8  7  8  0  
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Table 6 
(Continued) 
^calc. ^obs. 
0 8 • 1 - 5  6  7  4  
0 9 1 0  8  
O
 
o
 
4^ 7 0 6  6  
Ojfl 1 «  1  - 4  4  4  8  
Cvl. 2 «• 1 - 1  8  2  0  
1 1 1 ->6 1 5  2  
1 2 1 4  4  4  2  
1 3 ^1 - 3  6  4  6  
1 4 ^ '  '  5  6  6  
1 o ^  „.. 4 o 5  6  
1 6 * 1 - 1 0  9  8  4  
1 7 * 1 2  0  
1 8 1 5  3  5  0  
1 9 ^ 1  - 2  5  3  0  
1^1 0 !?<.' 1 3  0  4  2  
1,1 1 ^  1 5  4  7  0  
2 1 -5: 1 - 2  0  7  1 1 4  
2 2 ^ 1  4  1  2  
2  3 ^ 1  1  3  B  1 1 0  
2 4^ 1. - 6  3  6  4  
2 5 f 1 - 4  6  3  2  
2 6 1 3  7  4  8  
2 7-^1 - 5  9  8  0  
2 B 1 - 1  6  1  6  
2 9 1 5  2  9  0  
S^l 0 5^ 1 - 5  1  5  0  
2,1 1  1  8  0  
3 1 * 1  6 7  6  8  
3  2 * 1  - 3  8  5  2  
3 3 1 1  8  1  8  
3 4 * 1 4  8  3  6  
3 5 1 - 8  9  8  8  
3 6 1 0  0  
3 7 f 1 5  9  6 6 
3  8 ^ 1  - 7  4  8  8  
- 31 " 
Table 6 
(Continued) 
^calc. Fobs. 
3 9  f  1  - 1  9  3  6  
5f± 0  1  3  4  4  6  
4  1 * 1  2  5  2  4  
4 2 51= 1 1 1 8  1 0  0  
4  3 ^ 1  - 5  0  7  0  
4  4  f  1  - 2  2  3  4  
4  5 * 1  5  5  7  0  
A  6 ±  - 2  9  4  0  
41^ i - 1  5  R  
4  B  1  2  9  3  4  
4  9  ^  j .  - 4  0  6  0  
5 1 =5t 1 - 8  9  8  0  
5  2 * 1  3  0  
5  3  1  5  0  4  8  
5  4 * 1  - 3  6  3  2  
5  5 * 1  3 7  5  2  
5  6 * 1  5  7  8  2  
5  7 * 1  —  6  6  7  2  
5  8 * 1  1  3  0  
6 1 * 1  1  2  2  8  
6  2  1  - 9  3  8  2  
6  3 * 1  1  0  
6 4 ;St 1 6 7  7 6  
6  5  *  1 .  - 5  0  6  2  
6  6 ^ - 1  3  6  
6  V  S 5  1  5  2  7  2  
6 8 * 1  - 2  5  3  2  
7  1 * 1  7  2  2  
7  2 * 1  7  9  8  2  
7  3 * 1  - 6 8  8  0  
7  4  f  1  - 2  0  4  2  
7  5  1  5  1  5  6  
7  6  f  1  - 3  4  4  4  
S  1  1  -  1  1  6  
8  2 * 1  0  0  
» 3^ * 
Table £> 
(Continued) 
^calc. ^obs. 
8  3 ^ 1  2  2  2  6  
8  4 * 1  - 4  3  7  2  
8  5  1  3  1  2  4  
6  6 * 1  5  5  5  0  
9  1  *  1  6  0  6  4  
9  2  1  - 6  9  7  6  
9  3 * 1  - 7  0  
9  4  1  6  2  6  8  
0  0  
1 U^k:; :l 3  3  4  2  
1 0,3 1 - 5  0  5  4  
11,1 * 1 - 4  9  6  4  
1  1 , 2  *  1  - 1 4  0  
0  0 ^ 2  - 8  8  1 0  4  
0  1 * 2  8  7  6  8  
0  2  2  1 6  2  1 0  0  
0  3 * 2  - 3  1  1  2  
0  4 * 2  1 0  4  9  2  
0  5 * 2  1 2  0  1 0  0  
0  6 * 2  3  6  4  0  
0  7  *  2  9  6  9  2  
0  8 * 2  9  6  8  8  
0  9 * 2  -  9  0  
0,1 0*2 9  7  8  8  
0^1 1 « 3  1 0  8  8  4  
jL  1L  tfd 3  9  4  0  
• 1  o  X  j O  5  9  5  2  
1 3 * 2  1 4  2  1 1 2  
1 4 * 2  - 6  3  6  4  
1 5 * 2  1 2  6  1 0  4  
1  6  2  1 2  8  9  2  
1 7 ^ 2  - 4  1  4  4  
1  B *  2  6  3  ?  0  
1 9 * 2  1 1 7  9  2  
1,1 0 * 2  2  2  1  6  
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Table 6 
(Continued) 
Vic. o^bs. 
1^1 1 2 8  5  6  0  
2 1 ^ 2  2  1 9  1 1 2  
2  2  2  - 2  1  6  
2  3 ^ - 2  1 0  4  8  0  
2  4 * 2  1 1 6  7  6  
2  5  *  2  2  9  2  8  
2  6 * 2  1 4  4  9  2  
2 7 ^ 2  5  4  6  0  
2  B  ^ -  1 ,  1 .  6  
^ 7  b  7  2  
2.1 0*2 7  7  6  8  
3  1 * 2  1 9  9  1 1 6  
3  2  2  1 8  2  1 1 2  
3 3 -is 2 1  9  2  0  
3  4 ^ 2  1 2  8  1 0  2  
3  5 ^ 2  1 3  2  1 1 0  
3 6 =!« 2 7  0  
3  7 * 2  9  9  9  2  
3  8 * 2  7  9  8  0  
3 9 ^ - 2  2  1  1  8  
3,1 0 sis 2 5  4  4  0  
4 1 * 2  1  6  0  
4  2 * 2  1 1 7  1 0  2  
4  3 * 2  6  5  7  2  
4  4 * 2  - 3  0  0  
4  5 ^ 2  1 4  1  1 0  0  
4  6 * 2  9  6  9  2  
4  7 * 2  2  0  2  0  
4  8 f  2  8 3  8  4  
4  9 * 2  7  4  6  0  
5  1  2  9  3  9  0  
5  2 * 2  1  7  0  
5  3 * 2  2  6  3  4  
5  4 * 2  8  2  8  0  
5  5 * 2  4  0  
. -
Table 6 
(Continued) 
F^ bs. 
5  6  £ 5  8  1  8  6  
5  7  2  7  6  7  6  
5  R  *  2  -9 1  2  
6  1  *  2  7  7  8  0  
cZ O O tD -o 5  8  4  4  
6  3  2  - 3  9  4  8  
6  4 * 2  9  3  9  0  
6  5  *  2  1 3  1  9  4  
6 6 * i-' - 6  2  6  
6  V  2  5  B  4  6  
7  1 * 2  3  4  2  4  
7  2 * 2  1 0  4  8  8  
7  3 * 2  1 0  4  9  0  
7  4 * 2  1  0  0  
7  5 * 2  6 9  6  6  
7  6 * 2  7  8  5  2  
8  1 * 2  1 2  0  9  8  
8  2 * 2  1  7  0  
8  3 * 2  9  4  8  8  
8  4 * 2  9  9  8  4  
8  5  f  2  - 6  0  
9 1 * 2  1 1 8  8  8  
9  2 * 2  5  8  6  0  
9  3 * 2  - 1  0  1  0  
9  4 * 2  8  5  6  4  
1 0,1 P 2 - 2  3  3  2  
1 0,2 * 2 4  7  4  4  
1 0,3 * 2 7  0  4  2  
11,1 * 2 7  7  5  6  
0 1 * 3  - 9  3  8  0  
0  2 * 3  9  1  6  
0  3 * 3  - 1 6  2  0  
0  4 * 3  - 5  0  6  6  
0  5 * 3  2  5  2  6  
0  6 * 3  - 6  0  5  4  
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Table 6 
(Continued) 
^calc. ^obs. 
0  7  #  3  -9 6 9 2 
0 8 # 3  7 3  5 0  
0  9 * 3  1 3  8  
0,1 0 3 - 1 0  2 8  2 
04 1  3  2 2 2 2 
1 1 ^  3  - 9  1  4  
1 2 =!« 3 
- 1 2  0  8  8  
1  3  3  5  4  3  8  
±4 ^ ^ 6 6  
1  5  3  -  6  7  7  0  
1 6 s?' 3 5 3 3 8 
1 7 3 -4 0 
1 8 ^ 3  -2 0 2 2 
1 9 3 3 1 2 6 
1/i 0 3 -4 9 3 0 
1,11 » 3 -5 8 3 8 
21 =50 10 9 8 6 
2  2 * 3  - 2 5 0 
2  3 * 3  - 8 3 7 0 
2 4 ^ 3  10 5 8 0 
2 5 3 2 0 4 
2 6 ^ 3  -5 4 3 2 
2 7M^ 3 7 9 9 6 
S  8  3  4 1 2 4 
2  9  w 3  -4 5 3 2 
2,1 0 # 3 4 2 2 4 
' 3 1 * 3  -9 4 6 4 
3  2 * 3  3 6 6 0 
3  3 ^ 3  1 8 1 8 
3 4  3 - 2 4 2 6 
3  5 * 3  9 1 9 2 
3  6 ^ 3  -1 2 0 
3 7 3 -5 9 4  4  
3  8 * 3  7 0 5 6 
3 9  ^ 2 7 2 0 
» 36 •" 
Table 6 
(Continued) 
c^alc. o^bs. 
4  1  9  3  - 2  5  2  4  
4  2 * 3  - 1 2  3  9  0  
4 3 -4= 3 2  7  2  6  
4  4  «  3  2  6  2  6  
4  5  3  - 4  3  4  8  
4  6  3  1  2  8  
4  7 * 3  - 1  5  6  
4 B -vc 3 - 2  3  1  8  
A : , ? 4  0  
6  1 * 3  7  1  4  4  
5  2 ^ 3  - 5  2  3  4  
5  3 * 3  - 6 7  3  6  
5  4 * 3  6 2  3  6  
5  5 * 3  - 1 7  2  8  
5  6 * 3  - 8 2  8  4  
5 7  3  4  0  3  2  
5 8 * 3  4  4  
6 1 * 3  - 1  1  1  4  
6  2 * 3  4  4  3  6  
6  3 * 3  5  1  4  
6 431' 3 - 3  5  3  4  
6  5 * 3  6  1  3  4  
6  6 * 3  - 1  3  4  
6 7 * 3  - 5  3  3  4  
7  1 * 3  - 1  1  1  4  
7  2 * 3  - 8  4  4  8  
7  3 * 3  7  3  6  0  
7  4 * 3  3  8  3  0  
7  5 * 3  - 4  8  3  2  
7  6 * 3  3  5  2  4  
8  1  S' 3  1  3  1  2  
8  2 * 3  - 7  0  
8  3 * 3  - 4  4  2  B  
8  4 ^ 3  3 4  3  0  
8  5 * 3  - 1  7  8  
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Table 6 
(Continued) 
^calc. ^obs. 
9  1 * 3  - 4  1  3  6  
9  2 * 3  5  4  3  2  
9  3 * 3  - 2  3  8  
9  4 * 3  - 5  9  4  0  
1 0,1 * 3 1  6  4  
1 0,2 * 3 - 4  4  2  4  
11,1 * 3 6  0  4  0  
0  0 * 4  3  2  9  2  7  2  
0  1  *  A  4  2  4  4  
0 2 .• 'H 4 9  5  0  
0  3 ^ 4  1 3  1  1 1 0  
0  4 * 4  5  2  2  
0  5 ^ 4  3  8  5  2  
0  6 * 4  1 3  8  1 0  0  
0  7 * 4  2  7  2  6  
0 8 * 4  2  8  1  6  
0  9 * 4  9  3  6  6  
0,1 0*4 0  0  
0,1 1 * 4 2  3  2  0  
1 1 * 4  1 6  1  1 1 6  
1  2  f  4  6 3  6  8  
1  3 #  4  1 0  5  1 0  6  
1 4 T«e 4 1 5  8  1 3  6  
1 5 * 4  3  1  5  0  
1 6 * 4  2  0  
1  Y ^  4 1 5  2  1 0  0  
1 8 * 4  5  9  5  2  
1 9 * 4  2  9  2  4  
'LI 0 * 4  8  5  7  0  
2 1 * 4  2  1  3  2  
2  2 * 4  1 3  7  1 1 0  
2  3 * 4  3  1  4  4  
2  4 * 4  5  9  5  8  
2  5 * 4  8 7  6  8  
2  6 * 4  6  2  5  2  
38 
Table fy 
(Continued) 
^calc. ^obs. 
2 7 * 4  6  6  5  6  
2 8 * 4  1 2 9  9  0  
2 9 * 4  1  7  1  0  
2,.l 0*4 2 4  1  2  
3 1 * 4  0  2  0  
32 !» 4 3  9  2  8  
3  3 * 4  1 3 7  1 0  4  
3  4 * 4  3  6  2  2  
3  5  t  '  - 3  0  3  0  
3 o '<• 4 9  5  7  4  
3 7 ^ 4  4  3  4  4  
3 8 * 4  1  4  1  4  
3 9 * 4  1 0 7  7  2  
4  1  4  1 4  1  1 2  6  
4  2 * 4  1  2  2  0  
4  3 ^ 4  5  0  5  0  
4  4 * 4  1 3  5  1 0  4  
4 5 Jf: 4 4  0  
4  6 * 4  1  9  2  2  
4  7 * 4  1 1 4  6  6  
4  8 * 4  0  0  
5 1 * 4  1  1  2  4  
5  2 * 4  1 8  8  1 4  6  
5  3 * 4  8  6  8  6  
5  4 * 4  4  3  5  0  
5  5 * 4  9  1  7  0  
5  6 * 4  2  8  2  0  
5  7 * 4  3  8  3  2  
6 1 * 4  3  1  3  8  
6  2 * 4  6  2  6  2  
6  3  #  4  1 7  7  1 0  8  
6  4 * 4  1  4  1  8  
6  5 * 4  2  8  2  6  
6  6 * 4  1 1 2  9  2  
7  1 * 4  1 1 6  9  6  
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Table ^ 
(Continued) 
^calc. ^obs. 
7  2  4  2  4  2  4  
7  3 ^ 4  5  2  2  4  
7 4 =?« 4 8  2  6  0  
7  5  « e  4  1  7  2  0  
8  1 * 4  
- 2  8  2  0  
8  2  #  4  8  0  6  0  
8 3 5«s 4 1 7  1  2  
8  4 ^ 4  3  0  1  6  
9 1 f  4 .  E  8  3  0  
y  ^  4  5  4  0  
9  3  #  4  1 2  6  8  0  
1 0 / 1 * 4  1 1 6  9  0  
1 0/2 4 6 4  3  8  
0  1 ^ 5  7  5  7  6  
0  2 * 5  - 5  0  3  4  
0  3  5  1 4  4  0  
0  4  « :  5  - 1  8  5  2  
0 5 =55 5 
- 3  1  4  8  
0  6 * 5  2  3  3  6  
0  7  *  5  7  5  6  6  
0 8 =!< 5 
- 5  3  4  8  
0 9 ^ 5  1  3  0  
0^ 1 0 5 7  2  3  6  
5 - 1  7  1  8  
1  2  5  3  9  4  8  
1 3 ^ 6  - 4  1  4  8  
1 4 3?t 5 4  6  4  0  
1 5 i?' 5 6  1  5  6  
1 .  6  5  - 6  6  5  8  
1  7  5  
-  1  0  
1  8  5  4  3  2  8  
1  9  4' 5  - 1  5  2  6  
1,1 0 5 4  1  1  4  
2 1 * 5  - 1 1 2  9  0  
2 2 -s= 5 1  7  1  6  
Table 6 
(Continued) 
^calc. ^obs. 
2  3  f  5  8  5  6  4  
2 4 ^ 5  
- 5  4  5  6  
2  5 * 5  
- 2  9  3  4  
2  6 * 5  3  8  3  4  
2 7 :5s 5 
- 6  0  4  4  
2 8 * 5  - 2  5  0  
2 9  5  4  9  3  2  31 =5^ 5 6 2  5  6  
3  2  5  -.i 4  4  
3  3 ^ 3  -  4  1  4  
3  4 f  5  2 7  2  8  
3  5  #  5  
- 7  1  6  0  
3  6 * 5  -  8  0  
3 7 = ^  5  4  4  3  6  
3 8 ^ 5  - 8  0  4  6  
4 1 ^ 5  2  1  2  8  
4  2 * 5  9  5  9  2  
4  3 * 5  - 5  7  5  6  
4  4 * 5  - 2  7  2  8  
4  5 * 5  5  4  4  4  
4  6 * 5  - 1  7  1  6  
4  7 * 5  - 1  0  0  
4  8 * 5  3  0  1  6  
5 1 * 5  - 6  5  7  0  
5  2  5  1  6  1  6  
5  3  #  5  5  1  4  8  
5  4 * 5  - 3  5  3  2  
5 5 * 5  4  3  3  6  
5  6 * 5  6 7  4  4  
5 7 * 5  - 5  6  2  8  
6 1 ^ 5  3  5  3  0  
6  2 * 5  - 6  8  5  6  
6  3 * 5  0  0  
6  4 * 5  4  6  3  4  
6  5 * 5  - 4  4  3  6  
"" 4-1 *• 
Table 6 
(Continued) 
^calc. Fobs. 
6  6 * 5  1  2  1  2  
7  1 * 5  9  0  
7  2  »  5  7  2  5  2  
7 3 =5= 5 
- 7  4  5  0  
7 4 =5= 5 
- 2  6  2  0  
7  5  f  5  3  8  2  4  
8  1  5  - 2  0  
8  2 ^ 5  1  0  
8  3  *  1  6  2  0  
8  4 ^ 5  -  4  6  2  4  
9  1 ^ 5  6 0  3  6  
9  2 * 5  - 4  8  3  4  
1 0,1 * 5 0  0  
0  0 * 6  - 1 0  7  1 2  0  
0 1 * 6  5  5  4  8  
0  2 * 6  1 5 0  9  4  
0  3 * 6  0  0  
0  4 * 6  5  6  7  0  
0  5 * 6  7  9  8  2  
0  6 * 6  4  4  4  0  
0  7 * 6  1 0  4  8  2  
0  8 * 6  8  6  6  2  
0 9 * 6  - 8  0  
0^ 1 0*6 1 0 0  9  6  
1 1 * 6  3  1  3  2  
1 2 * 6  9  0  7  2  
1 3 * 6  1 1 2  7  6  
1 4 * 6  - 4  1  4  0  
1 5 * 6  1 0  1  9  0  
1 6 * 6  1 0  8  8  4  
1 7 * 6  - 2  3  1  4  
1 8 * 6  6  9  5  0  
1 9 * 6  9  9  6  4  
S  1  *  6  1 3  9  1 0  2  
2 2 * 6  -  2  1  2  
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Table 6 
(Continued) 
^calc. ^obs. 
2  3 * 6  1 0 0  8  2  
2  4 ^ 6  1 0  3  8  4  
2  5 ^ 6  4  2  4  
2  6 ^ 6  9  1  6  2  
2 7 * 6  5  6  4  0  
2 6  f  6  3  1  0  
3 1 ^ 6  9  7  8  8  
3 2 ^ 6  1 2  1  9  4  
3  3 ? "  3  8  3  4  
3  4  • ?  6  1 0  7  8  6  
3 5 * 6  8  0  7  6  
3 6 * 6  - 1  2  0  
3 7 * 6  1 0  2  6  8  
3 8 * 6  8  6  4  6  
4  1 * 6  - 2  2  2  4  
4  2 * 6  1 0  4  9  4  
4  3 * 6  8  6  6  6  
4  4 * 6  - 1 9  1  4  
4  5 * 6  1 0  4  7  0  
4  6 * 6  8 7  7  4  
4 7 f  6  3  2  2  2  
5 1  6  7  8  8  6  
5  2 * 6  1  7  0  
5  3 * 6  4  3  3  6  
5  4 ^ - 6  8  2  5  0  
5  5 * 6  9  1  8  
5  6 * 6  7  2  6  4  
6 1 * 6  6  8  6  2  
6  2 * 6  3  9  3  8  
6  3 * 6  - 3  1  3  0  
6  4 ^ 6  9  9  7  0  
6  S  i ?  6  1 0  8  6 6  
7  1  6  3  0  
7  2 * 6  6  3  4  6  
7  3 * 6  9  5  7  0  
P 2  £ - 0  T  *  £  0  
9  L 8  8  0  1 * 8 0  
P 9 £  9  0  T  *  T O  
8  £  8  £ - 0  T  *  0  0  
8  p 9  £  6  *  0  
P P 8  8 - 6  *  S  0  
P P 1 7  £  6  *  1 7  0  
9 £ 1 7  8  6  *  £  0  
8  £  £  8 - 6 * 8 0  
0  9  £  9  6  *  T  0  
9  £  6  T  8  *  A  0  
P 8  O O T  8 * 9 0  
P 9 0 £  8  *  S  0  
9 S  1 7  £  8  *  1 7  0  
P Z T  6 0 T  8  *  £  0  
8  8  8  T  8 * 8 0  
8  9  £ P 8  *  T  0  
9  T  8  £  8  8  8 * 0 0  
8  8  S  L ^  60 
9  L 0 s  Z i  *  8  0  
P 9 8  S - 0  
8  8  1 7  T - L * 9  0  
8  S  6 8  L *  9  0  
8  9  £  3 - Zi if- i? 0 
0  0  i -  *  £  0  
8  9  t ^ £  2 .  *  8  0  
P 9 0  s - A  T  0  
8  9  6  6  9  *  T  6  
8  S  6  6  9  *  £  8  
0  £  9 * 8 8  
9  S  S  8  9  *  T  8  
8  I  ^  8  9  *  1 7  Z .  
seoxpui 
(penuf^ uoQ) 
9 aiq«i 
- a 
- •4A •• 
that alaost all of tha atoms are In sets which have 6^  syanetry while 
a very few are ia a set (or sets) whioh does not have this syaoMtry. 
Finally» if a few atom are in suoh a set, the ]^ uraaeters would alaost 
eertainljr ha^ e to be suoh as to result in only a sli|^ t deviation froa 
6J syanetry. Thus it is reascoable to assuM the presence at 6^  s]n>-
netry, and if there is departure frcM tiiis (qmaetry, it is such as not 
to effeet the eonelusions about the struoture idii^  are diseussed in a 
later seotion. 
The positions of the La at(»8 were deteroined by the peak at 
z ' l/4» (m P(s)* Fig. 1. If the spaee gro^  were C63, rather than 
66yk, Za atcu in sets (a) and (b) oould have ' l/A+^ » where <f 
is very snail. Hie effeet of ^  would be to broaden the peak at 1/4.. 
Sowever, the peak is quite sharp^  andy in addition, P(xyO}f and 
P(x7-) all iMioate that the atoas are related by a airror plane, 
and also the 0^  atoas. In rLew of this, and since a reas(»able struo­
ture has been found in spaoe group G6^ /b whioh satisfaotorl]^  aeoounts 
for t^ e observed intensities, it is hi^ 3y unlikely that the spaoe 
groi^  is If the space group is not C6^ , then the questicm of the 
s-paraaeter of the la atoas differing by alaost, but not quite, l/U doea 
not arise. 
Ho attempt has been aade to do the best possible Job of refining 
the paraaeters, nor can actual limits be set on the values of the para-
oMters. It is possible, however, to hasard a guess as to these liaits 
•iSM tiie shift in paramtsrs froi set B to set C| Table 5$ is the 
result cf adSiag TO weak term to the Foorier series. Of these 70 terns, 
no more than 9 were iseluded with the wrong signs. This probably means 
'ttiat the shift in paramters was too great and that the actual parameters 
are s<»ieiriiere between those of sets B and C, and probabl7 nearer set G. 
On this basis it appears that the positions of ^ e S and 0 ateaas are 
aeeurate to aboat 0.05 A. 
In all Mses wh«re structures containing sulfate icms have been 
acourately determined, the sulfate ion has appeared to be a regular 
te^ hedron with S-0 djljtanee of about 1.51i* The S^ O distanees on the 
trnsis of paz«aster sets B and G, howewer, ares 
Set B Set C 
1.35 1.62 
S-Oji 1.32 1.28 
1.57 1.52 
and the tetrahedral angles, on the basis of parameter set C ,  aret 
lU® as 114® 36% 102® 57*, and 104® 29' (a regular tetrahedron has 
all angles equal to 109® 2S*). Thus, it appears that the S*<^ | bond is 
aboat 0.2 A toe short, and therefore, the statement above that the 
paraottters are protMibly aeeurate to about 0.05 A seems to be overly 
optimistio. 
In the f^ lewing section, it is brought out that the index of 
reliabilitjr, R^ , for those refleotioos which have onljr S and 0 contrib­
ution is quite hi|^ , indicsating that the aeeura^  with whicdi these 
— JJb " 
atoos haT8 bean located la Tery poor. Thiia, ocmaideratloBa l&rolTlBg 
the atilfate ion tetrahedron probably gire the beet eatinate of the 
aetmracy with vhieh the oxyi^ n atooe haTe been located* 
l^ e falae pealn appearing on ^  (xyi). Fig. Ut ere probably due to 
&cm*e(»avergenee of the Fourier series, sinoe the 70 weak refleetioiw, 
not included in the first set of Fourier seotioos, had a -rery great 
effeot upon the false peaks, as was shown by a ocH^ parisfflSi of (^x^ ) 
from the first set vith ^  (xy^ ) froB the final set of Fourier seotions. 
There is one set of false peaks on Fig. 4, in vhieh the peaks 
are alaost as large as the peaks due to This set of peaks vast, 
however, be false sinoe it is oely about 1 A away from the set of 
pea}». 
There is good eridenee, as viU be i^ evn in the next seotion, that 
the struoture faet(a>s for the various layer lines vere plaeed on the 
same relAtive soale vith aa aeeoracy of cmly about 10J(. Thus, if 
further refineaent of the paraaeters vez« desirable, the oorrelation 
of the varioiis layer lines should be iiqprored. Hovever, it is felt that 
in order to ioprofe the paraasters significantly, ooosiderably more 
refleoticnis tium the 587 used herein vould be required, and the addi­
tional labor invdvad in handling the data vould be o^ iderable. 
Soae isproveawnt in the j^ raaeters could, perhaps, be obtained 
rather easily, after isproving the eorrelation of the various layer 
lines, by a trial and error deterainatioa of the 0]r| and 0^  ^paraaeters. 
By assuaing the S*0 distanoe is 1.51 A, there is cmly one paraaeter 
assooiated vith and thus the trial and error deterainatioB of the 
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0|| and ^  paraaetars nonld inrolve «ily 3 paraneters, Th« trial and 
error deterBiaation wonld be based upoa the reflectiems where h-k « 3b 
and s 4b siaee ^ ese eoBtain bo La eontribution and vottld thus be 
Bost seasitlve to ohaages in the oocygeB parameters • 
fhe observed strueture faotors were placed <m tlM sane scale as 
the ealeulated structure faetcars bj miniBiaing the index of reliabilityt 
Z 1'^ , I 
7he ainiBOB value obtained for R was 0.28. Hoveverf & for the indiTid-
u a l  l a y e r  l i n e s ,  c a l c u l a t e d  w i t h  o n  t h i s  s c a l e ,  w a s  a s  h i g h  m  
0.34( M shown in fable 7. R for the individual layer lines could be 
considerably reduced by using different factors for the different layer 
lines. This clearly shows that the o<»Telation of the layer lines was 
not too aoeuz«te. It appears that the structure faotors for the (h)c»3)* 
(hk»6) la^ r lines should have been about 10% greater. If ^ se layer 
lines aire weighted the factors shovn in Table 7, R " 0.24 for all 
reflectidM. This valoe ta R probably gives a better estiaate of the 
agrecBent between calculated and obsez'ved structure factors than the 
value of 0.28. The statement that R s 0.24 cannot, however, be Bade 
until it is proven that the correct correlatioQ of the logrer lines bas 
been Bade. 
>• «• 
Tabl# 7 
Indloas of S«llabillt7 
Zone 4 4 a! 0 
Mo. 
feras Value Faetw Yalue 
Ho. 
Teras Taltie 
hk«0 93 0.25 1.0 0.25 0 
hlc»l 90 0.23 1.0 0.23 30 0.40 
hk*2 86 0.26 1.0 0.26 28 0.39 
lik»3 83 0.34 1.1 0.28 27 0.51 
hk*4 76 0.28 1.2 0.16 0 m  m  
hk»5 70 0.31 1.1 0.25 23 0.48 
hk*6 61 0.31 1.1 0.24 21 0.34 
hk*i 559 0.28 m  m  0.24 0 m  m  
ho*je 107 0.24 0.21 25 0.32 
*A11 Sonet <m the aaaa aoale. 
holies (» different seales aa indicated by 'Vaetor". 
^eraa ineloded in ealoulating are ^oee «hi<di have no La 
eontribution* 
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Caing the Indl-rldual soales tcxc the different layer lizies, 
B ^  0.20 for those refleeti<»ui to vhieh the La at<»8 oontribnte their 
full weight (i.e«| z^ fleetions where h>k « 3n and ^  « 4n), while R 
-raries froa 0.32 to 0.51 for those refleetions where the La ecmtribaticm 
is ser0| as shown in Table 7. The errcnrs in estiaation of ^ e inten­
sities tm the indlTidual lA^ er lines, therefore, are probably no greater 
than 20$t HoveTer, the hi^  values of R for refleotions where La 
oontributicm is sero give an indioation of the aeeura^  with whidli the 
S and 0 atoBs have been located. 
A plot of the log of the absorption fact err for the (hk*0) data, 
ealottlated by the oe^ od of Bradley (1935), against was a straight 
line. Thus, for the xero layer line data, the abscnrption factor, A, 
oo«ld expressed Tof 
A s «?[• B, 
where deternined from the slope of the line, was 1x10" • The 
tea|H»rattire faet<»r, T, is expressed by 
and thns, if B, « B^ , the teaperature factor would exactly cancel the 
absorpti(m factor for the sero layer line. However, was shewn to 
be larger than B^  coBsideration of the relatiTS intensities of 
a£^  0»0)* characteristic K radiation where the 
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ab803rption la aegXible. The value thus obtained for was 
2.0^  O.SxlO"^  ^vhioh Is reasonable sinee a typical value c/S for aa 
ionic crystal is 1.^ 3x10"^  ^for laCl (Jai. 1935). The onissloii 
of T and A in obtaining the observed struoture factors, for Cn charac-
r^istic K ndlation, thus introdaces an error of about lOjC for the 
aero layer line. Hovever, as pointed out earlier, absorption and 
tesq>erature errors introduce no appreciable errors in the paraaeters 
obtaiiMd by Toorin' series nethods. In addition, it is to be expected 
that, for the hi^ er layer lines, the absorpticm factor becoBws as 
iaportant as the tesperature factor and that, f<xr soae layer line, the 
two factors Just cancel each other. Thus the overall error in the 
observed structure factors, due to omission of T and A, should not 
exceed 10$, and this perhaps explains why the index of reliability, 
1 = 0.28 or 0,24, is no larger than it is. 
Biscussion of the Structure 
TIm coordination of auaions about a cation can be understood (m the 
basis of the packing of enlarged spheres, if the prqper radii are taken 
for the sphezvs. Pauling (1942) net with soae success in assigning the 
proper radii to ions. Starting with known interionic distances for RaF, 
ECl, WMvt and Csl, he divided these distances in the inverse ratio of 
the effective nuclear oharges (the actual nuclear charge minus the 
screening effect of the other electrons in the ion), and thus obtained 
values for the ionic radii of these univalent ions. For aultivaltint 
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ions with rare ga« eleetronie structures he ctotainedi a similar 
process, univalent radii i^ ich are "the radii the Koltivalent iomi would 
possess if they were to retain their electron distributions but enter 
into Gouloiib interacti^  as if they were univalent* (Pauling, 1942, 
p.M5)« These univalent radii are related to crystal radii by 
tj t» 
0^ " V 
where n, an integer, is titie Bom exponent and is dependent the ion 
type* By semi-theoretiml e^ iderations, Pauling (1942) was able to 
predict the stability of various eoordinatiost polyhedra as a func* 
tioB of the univalent radius ratio. 
7he univalent radius ratio of to 0*^  is 0.79, and the coordi­
nation polyhedron pzvdicted Pauling for 0.73V < *^00, vhere^  is the 
radius ratio, is a right triangular prisa with atow at the 6 comers 
and at^  iMated out fr<» the centers of the 3 vertical faces. This 
is Just the cocNEHlinatian poClyhedron of the atoas in lanthanua 
sulfate enneahydrate. Six water ooqrgen at(»», (A in Fig. 6), form 
the ri^t triangular prism, and 3 sulfate oxygen atoas, (B in Fig. 6), 
eog^ lete the polyhi^ on* The Za-O distances are 2.74 ai8i 2.70 A, respec-
tiveljr, but since the positions of the oocygen atosui are not known to 
wi^ in 0.04 A, no significaace can be placed on the difference in these 
bond lengths. The identical p^ hedr<si surrounds the ion in 
neodyaiUB br(»ate enneahydrate (Helihols, 1939} and the mre earth ions 
in ^ e rare ear'tii e-Uiyl sulfate enneahydrates (Ketalaar, 1937). However, 
in these wses, all 9 atons suzrounding the cation are water ooqrgen atoms. 
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Fig, 6, Coordination polyhedron about a Lajj atom. 
Circles A are water oxygen atoms, and circles 
B are sulfate oxygen atoms. 
The coordination number of the Laj atoms it 12, not 9 as in the 
east ci tha atons. fha eonfiguratioa of oigrgan at(»n about a La^  
atoa it shomn in Fig, 7 and Fig* 8. If the 0|jj atOM vera in the 
plaiM of the La atoa (s s 1/2), the arrangene&t vould be that of eubie 
eloeest paeldjeig of coQrgeB at(»» about the La aton. thus tbia eenifigu-
ratios can be ecauidered as a diatortion of eubio eloeest paoking. The 
oaqrgen atoau (Oj) at « s 1/4 aad 3/4 are shared equally between 2 Laj 
atasM while the ooeygen atoss slightly above and belos the plane 
s X l/2i are bai»ied to caaly one La atom. The La-0 distaaoes are 2.60 
0 
aad 2*74 A, respeotively. The high eoordinatioa nunber of the La^  ions 
•ay be explained hy the hig^  dwrge density along the S'^ ia resulting 
O 
frcMB these ions being separated by only A.07 A. Thus the sulfate ions 
are drawn towards ^ e s-azis and ecsqpletely surround the Laj ioos. 
The spaee distributian a£ charge is reasc«ablef however, sinee one 
<»grg.n .to. a .uh Ion i. b«.drf to . !«. 
The presence of two different kinds of La atoM with entirely dif­
ferent surroondiags is unusual* However, this is not the (Kdy stxmoture 
known where there are two erystallographieally different kinds of 
eatioiM. In Idie ease of Lij^ 0^ *H20 (Ziegler, 1934^ ), ^ e Li ion is 
tetz«hedx«lly surrounded by U sulfate oKygen atom while the other is 
tetrahedrally surrounded by 3 sulfate oxygen atoss and am water oxygen 
atoB. 
Hydrated sulfates of the type, (30^ )^ *91^ 0, usually exist «ily 
la l^ e ease of the larger trivalent eatioasy aa would be expected if 
^ey were isoBOfrphous with the laathanuB sulfate enneahydrate crystal. 
5k -
Fig. 7. Coordination polyhedron about a Laj atom. 
Small circle is the Laj atom, the large 
circles are sulfate oxygen atoms. 
Fig. 8, Projection of the coordination polyhedron 
about a Laj atom. The large circle is the 
Laj atom, and the small circles are the 
sulfate oxygen atoms. Fractions inside the 
circles indicate the z level. 
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the Klnsral eoqulidjlte, F92(S0^ )^ *SH20f is of this type evsn thooi^  tiie 
radius the Fe icm is only about half that of La • A eoordinaticm 
nunber as high as 9 is hi^ ly unlikely for an ion as smll as Fe"^ ,^ but 
since the mineral is hexag(»al, there is the slii^ t possibility that it 
is iso«(»rphau8 with the lanthanua salt. It vould be very interesting 
to investigate this possibility* 
Mtmu 
Qol^  6 of t^ e 9 water noleeules present in lanthanua sulfate 
enneahydrate are eoordinated about the oationsy as pointed out abore. 
The renaining three, «Atidbi are the 0^  at(»Sy fill in holes in the 
crystal y but oast be held in place Ij hydrogen bonding since they can­
not be reBored without destrogring the crystal. The nearest neii^ bors 
to all the atom in lanthanua sulfate enneahydrate, together with their 
bond distances, are given in Table 8, while Fig. 9 is a projection of 
the atons onto the (001) plane. 
There are at least 4 nearest neij^ bors to the 0^  ^atoms which are 
0 
close enough, around 3*0 A, for the bonds between them to be weak 
hydrogen bends. The angles between the possible hydrogen bonds vary 
from 55^  to 130®, aM thus four tetrahedrally placed bonds cannot be 
fotti»l. However, as pointed out earlier, the oocygen atoms have been 
located with an aoeuracy no greater than 0»05 A, and perhaps with an 
O 
acouzvoy no greater than 0*2 A. This certainly accounts for the failure 
to be able to determine the looati(» of the hydrogen bonds. 
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Table 8 
Bond Slatanoes 
(based upoD paraaeter set C) 
Atoa Reighbor Xunber Btmd Slstanee, A 
La^  Oj 6 2 «60 
Oj J J 12 2 •7-4 
Laji Ojj 3 2.70 
0^  6 2.74 
S 0^  1 1.62 
Ojj 1 1.28 
Ojii 2 1.52 
Oj Laj 2 2.60 
S 1 1.62 
0  ^ 2 2.81 
OJJ 1 2.30 
Ojj J 2 2.46 
1 3.02 
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Table 8 
(CoDtinued) 
O 
Atom Hel^ bor Ruabar Bond Mstaiioe, A 
Lajl 1 2.70 
S 1 1.28 
Oj 1 2.30 
Oin 2 2.36 
Oj^  1 3.49 
0^  2 2.89 
0^ 2 3.22 
L®j 1 2.74 
S 1 1.52 
Oj. 1 2.46 
Oil 1 2.36 
Ojij 1 2.55 
Ojy 1 3.09 
Ojy 1 3.50 
0,r 1 2.76 
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Table 8 
(Continued) 
Atom Neighbor Ntuiber B(Hid Dlstanee^  A 
'IV "I 
°III 
% 
% 
Uji 
On 
®ii 
®i? 
% 
°IT 
Or 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3.02 
3.it9 
3.09 
3.50 
2.83 
3.25 
3.36 
2.7A 
2.89 
3.22 
2.76 
2.83 
3.25 
3.36 
3.01 
3.28 
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Fig. 9. Lanthanum sulfate enneahydrate structure 
projected on the (00*1) plane. Fractions 
inside the circles indicate the z levels. 
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Suomary and Gonoluslaas 
1* The unit oell and apaee group of La.2{S^0^have been 
determined. 7he arjrstal la he3cagc»al nitht a^ s 10.s 8.13 1, 
and 2 9 2. The apaee group la 06j/b. 
2. The atruoture has been deterisined by msans of the Patterson 
funotlona ?(>)» P(x3ri}» POkjO), and P(x7), and the paransters refli^ d 
by aeatui of fomrier seotiona. The positions of the at(»n are listed 
beloir. 
In special positionst 
2 Laj at OfO|Ot OfOy'^  
2 lAjj at t(l/3,2/3,lA) 
In the general 6*fold poaitio&ss 
y#*-yii} 
6 S with z s 0.047, 7 s 0.262 
6 with X s 0.120, J s 0,165 
6 Ojj wltti X s 0.150, y s 0.388 
6 Ojy with X « 0.i37, y = 0.333 
In the general 12*fcdd positions1 
(^*»y»»l y,x-.y,»; y-x,x,«i 
*»y#?-«i y»x-y»i-»j y-x,x,i-*) 
12 ©iij with X s 0.961, y * 0.218, s = 0.093 
12 Qy with X • 0.841, y • 0.373, « • 0.988 
3. The ooordinatian niuA>er and ooordination poljhedra of the two 
orystallographioally different kinds of La i<»8 have been diaouased. 
Th. Uj ion. hav.  aod>.r of 12, »hU. th. Ujj 1<». h.« 
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a oomrdlmtlcm neaber of 9* 
4* Of the 9 water oxygen atoms, 6, the 0^  atoasy az^  eoordinated 
aboat the oaU™, ton, and th. ramUdng 3, th. Op, atoM, flU in 
holes in the structure and are held in plaoe by hydrogen bonds* The 
paraaeters of the oxygen atoaa ha^ e not been deterslned with the 
aeouraoy required for predicting the aottial loeation of the hydroi^ n 
btffids. 
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THE DICARBIDE ION I S  IMOaOAHIC CHEMISTRI 
I&troduotioD 
fbe dlcarbldesi vhlch have been stxidled czTstallize in caae at 
two atructwes, the CaC2 atruotiire or the ThCg structure. The latter 
was reported by T. Staekelberg (1930) to be body^ oentered tetragooal* 
1b o<»meetiosi with a stt^  d the thoriun-earbon systen, Baenslger (1945) 
noted that, m good powder diagram of ThC2> ouagr of the reported powder 
lines were actually elose mltipletSi so that Staek»lberg*s struoture 
was iaeorreot, even as to crystal olass. In addition, he was able to 
index the diagrams on the basis of an orthorhoabio cell containing 8 
ThC2 groins. 
Subsequent to Baensiger's study, a neutron diffraction powder dia* 
graa (Fig. 10), for whidi carbon scattering is as in^ ortant as thorium 
•oatlarlBg, ... for ThOj. Th. ttlrd •»!>« « thl. dUgn. 
cannot be indexed m either the tetragonal or ^ e orthorhoBbie cell, 
nor can it be acconnted tor by any im>urity. Consequently, the ooq>lete 
structure deternination at ThC2 was undertaken in order to see how the 
ccorreet structure affects the role assigned to the dicarbide icm in 
inorganic cheaistry* 
Structure of Thoriua Sicarbide 
Perfect single crystals at ThCj could not be prepared due to the 
excessive twinning exhibited by this eoi^ pound. extended heating ^  
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thorlOB mstal sorrouaded by grmphite^  Ghiottl and Hodle toeessd^  in 
obtftining ft ThCj dlfftuslon band eonilsting of twinned orTstals in which 
eaeh of the eo^ o^oent crystals was about a na. in cross-section. Snail 
luaqpsy obtained from this diffusion band, were polished ati^  those not 
showing a twin plane were used as soiiree naterial for single crystals. 
The lunps of swurce Material were broken^  under aslted petr^ eua 
JeUy, into saall fragaents suitable for Z-raj diffraction study and 
mounted in thin-walled Pyrez glass capillaries, the fragments being heU 
in plaoe by the petroleua Jelly which solidified on cooling to rocn 
temperature. Fron the fngaents thus nonnted, one was fouid, by Z-ray 
diffraction techniques« whioh was a single crystal and which was cor­
rectly orientated for use in obtaining (hkO) preMssion data. In addi­
tion, one was found correctly c^ ientated for use in obtaining (Oki) 
precession data. This latter fragaent, howeyer, was twinned but ^ e 
anount of tlM> properly orientated twin greatly exceeded that of the 
other twin. 
Single crystal precession diagrams of the ThC2 exhibited apparently 
orthogonal axes with a^  s 8.05, b^  s i»2U, and c^  s 10.31 A, in good 
agreemtnt with Baensiger's (1945) arthQrh(»d>ie unit cell in whidi 
a^  ' 8.26, b^  9 and c^  s 10.52 1. However, the n-leirel synaMtry 
obtained by precession about "tiie a-axis and the c-axis was only Oj, ai^  
about the b-axis, only Cg, shoving that the lAue iqmetry is 02/b. 
Thus the crystal is ncaoclinic rather than ortittarh<»ibic. 
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The saalleat monoollnio eell is C-oentered vlth s 6.53* 
b0 « 4.24* 00 * 6.56, axid  ^- 104''* The density oaleulated on the 
basis of 4 ThG2 per tmit eell is 9*6} ^ (pyencMMter) is 9*5^  0*5* 
Single erjrstal pietm>ea were obtained tising a preeession oaMra 
- 30^ } and Mo oharaeteristio K radiatiw. Intensities ctf the (hkO) 
and 0k^ ) refleetieffiks were obtained Tisual estiaatian of tiiwd expo-
stires of sets of 5 precession filas with a factor of 3 between 
suoeessive film. 
The intensities, related to the straeture factors, 
(^hW)* ^  equation 
W; 
where  ^ structure factor for the plane with Miller indioes 
(hk^ }i L is the Lorents factor, P is the polariiaticm factor, A is the 
absorption factor, and T is the te^ f)erature factor. The Lorents factor 
was obtained the nethod of Buerger (1944)» and the polariiation 
factor was calculated using P s (1 y- The teaperature factor 
is neglible and thus was onitted, and since the cxTstals used were 
irregular-shaped fragaents, no absorption correotioDS could be aade. 
Two systeaatic absences were observed t (hkJ^ absent for h-»k s 
2nyl, and (hO^  absent for 2n^ l, indicating C-centering and a 
c-glide plane, respectiirely. The aost probable space groups, thez>efore, 
are C2/e and Cc, differing (»ly in that the foraer is eentrosynaetrie 
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aad is not. 
The epaee group 02/o has onljr 4-fold sets of positions« and thus 
if this is Idle space group, the 4 Th at<HBs in the unit eell gmst oeox;qp7 
a 4-fo34 set. In spaee gros^  C2/e, the 4«fold sets arei 
AM (0f0|0| i»il^ »0} to eaeh position belov 
4(a) 0,0,Oi 0,0,i 
4(b) 0,'||'||0| 0,'^ ,'^  
A(o) ?,i,i 
4(d) J»i,o 
A(«) o,r,if o,r»f 
Sets (a) and (b) are body^ oentered positi«ui and since the scattering 
power of earbon is such less than that at thoriua, reflections where 
h'-k s 2n^ l would be alnost absent if the thoriuK atoas were in either 
of these sets* e^se reflectioDS vere no weaker, as a class, than 
other reflections and thus the thorium atoas cannot be in either set 
(a) or set (b)« Sets (c) and (d) are eliainated in a siidlar Banner 
sinee these sets are faoe*eentered and would require the reflections 
h,k,^  not all eTen or all odd to be rery weak. The onlj set reaaining 
in spaee group G2/e is (e) • 
Space gronp Go eontains only the general sett x,7,s; x,7,i-i^ s| 
4^ +x,i|*3r,i-+» * This set reduces to set (e) of space groiq> 
C2/o bj proper choice of the origin (z s o, s s ^ ). Thus, in the loca­
tion of the Th atoas, only the set of positions (e) need be considered. 
T^  approKiaate Th paraaeter was obtained frcmt the Patterson 
projeeticms P(«7) and P(yB). These projections also substantiated the 
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o<nicluaio&» in the last paragraph, that the Th atoas are in set (e). 
The veetors betvees at(»n in set (e) giro rise to peaks in the Patterson 
funetioiui at aM PCxy) exhibited large peaks at 
i (0,0.4) and ^ (0.5,0.9) while PCjr*) exhibited large peaks at ^ (0.4,0,5) 
and -(0.9,0.5)• The Th parameter, as given hj each ai these projections, 
is, therefore, s 0*2• 
Foorier projeetions cm the (001) and (lOO) planes, and 
f (ya), evaluated using = 0.2 to determine the signs of the structure 
faotors, ga-re s 0.203 and 0.2(K), respectively. Since only aboat 20 
reflections vent into eaoh of these projections, sons false peaks 
occurred. That these pealoi vere truly false was shoirn by mking tiie 
sane projectioos using calculated rather than obserred values of ^  • 
The calculated values included the contribution of the carbons whose 
positions are given in the next section. These projecticms contained 
the saas false peaks which are, therefore, presuaably due to noo-
eonvergenoe of the series. Mo carbon peaks occurred on ai^  oi the 
projections. 
The Th paraneter was refined and limits placed on it by ccnrparing 
rather carefully selected pairs of adjacent (hkO) reflections for which 
corrections asist be nearly equal since, as pointed out earlier, no 
correcticm for absorption could be nade. The intensity relaticmships 
between the pairs of adjacent reflections which were used to set the 
lower liait on y^ ij^  arei 
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6^20 > 7^30 reqxilne t^h ^  0*194 
" >0.197 
" > 0,200 
" >0.198 
The «pper Unit on the Th paramtBr was set bjt 
^330 ^  ^^240 < 0,205 
1^50 >^ 2^40 " " •• < 0.207 
fhe oarbon oontribatioay eTen though it was soallf was Ineluded in the 
above oaleulationa, using the earbcm positiems given in the next seetioo. 
0%i the basis of the above ealculati<»i8, it appears that ' 0.202 -
0.003. 
Table 9 gives the calculated and observed values of the structure 
factors for the (hkO) and (Oki) refleotions. The values are for 
7fh ' 0.202, and Xq « 0.290, Jq s 0.132, Sq s 0.082. The index of 
reliability, K, fear the 22 (hkO) refleotions is 0.15» and for the 18 
(Ok^ ) refleotions, 0*21. The most probable reason for the hig^  value 
of R for the (Okf) data is that the crystal was so large that (missioa 
of the absorption eorreotion is quite serious. 
The contribution of carbon scattering to the X-ray diffraction 
diagnniBs of ThC2 is negligible as wi1»iessed by the fact that no peaks 
due to mrbon appeared on any of the projeeticms discussed in the pre­
ceding section. With neutron diffracti<m, however, such is not the ease. 
The coherent scattering factors for thorium and carbon, as determined by 
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Tabl« 9 
Calculated ai^  ObserTed Values of the Structure Factors 
for (hkO) aad (Oki!} X-ray Reflectlooa 
hkO F , F ^  Okj? F , F . 
eale. dbs. ealo. cbs. 
200 73 96 002 -73 117 
400 68 72 004 60 86 
600 51 73 006 -60 61 
800 45 50 008 42 22 
110 23 16 020 -60 47 
310 23 24 021 -46 42 
510 15 16 022 55 53 
710 16 18 023 26 31 
020 -60 41 024 -47 55 
220 -55 61 025 -35 36 
420 .*48 50 026 42 45 
620 
-a 47 027 29 16 
820 -35 41 040 15 
130 -47 38 ou 49 52 
330 •^ 6 49 042 -21 35 
530 -37 43 043 —46 49 
730 -37 36 ou 20 13 
040 15 U 045 43 39 
240 21 24 
440 15 16 
150 47 35 
350 44 38 
o^uld not estimate due to Interference from twinning. 
Shull (19'48)> of the Oak Ridge National Laboratories« arex f^ j^  s 
and f0 s 0.643cl0'^ e^a., for xwutrons of s 1,05 A. 
Since there are two carbon atoBs per thoriun atom, the carbon atoiw 
ocoitribute as oaoh to the neutron diffraction intensities as do the 
thooriuB atoos. 
the neutron diffraotl(» posder diagram, ol>tained b7 Shull using 
the apparatus and nethod described bgr Wollan and Shull (1948), was 
indexed can the aicmoelinic cell, the indexing being shovn in Fig. 10, 
for "values oat to 2 @ s 40*^ » The third aaxiBRm, preriously unaoooonted 
for, is accounted for by the reflection (112), cm the B<moelinie basis* 
Past 29z 40^ , part of the curve is uncertain (dotted line) and the 
resolution is such that no useful data can be obtained from it. The 
ainioa occurring at 2© s 45®, 50® and 55® are accounted for, in a 
rough way, by the density of reflectioos in these regions being aueh 
less than in the adjacent regions. 
fhe resolution of the neutron diffraction data is so poor that only 
a trial and error determination the carbon parameters is possible. 
This is a 3 parameter problem if the space gr(»:i^  is C2/c, since oaoly 
the general 8»fold set of positions is available for the 8 carbon atoms 
in the unit cell. If ^ e space group is the non>eentrosymBetrie space 
group Ce, «hi(^  has only the general 4-fold set of positions givvn 
earlier, the problem is one inrolTing 6 parameters. Rovever, ThC2 gave 
a negative pyroeleetric test irhen dipped in liquid nitrogen, and thus, 
in the absence of evidence to the contrary, a center of symmetry vas 
assumed, k satisfactory structure vas found in the eentrosymmetric 
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Fig. 10. Neutron diffraction powder diagram of ThCg 
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spaee group C2/0| providing additional evidenee for this spaoe gronp* 
In the fcdloslng trial and error deteroinaticm of the carbon 
parameters I the thorium positions given in the preceding 8eoti<» vere 
used. The general set of positions in space group C2/e is (f)t 
in there is am 
position per octant, so only parameter values between 0 and need be 
considered. 
1^ 002) and tiius Zq is close to 0 or 1(211) 
(^lii) *c^  leaving 0. 
(^2(X>) *6^  (^020) ^  
yg-ss 0,1 or OU-. Since  ^^  ~ 
or 3^  ^  i iX O.l. Using the relationships in Table 10 in a general 
way, ttie former possibility is eliminated, leaving XQ  ^ 0.1, 
0. 
Each of the relationships in Table 10 defines a nearly plane suz>face 
in parameter space which divides the above region into allowed and dis­
allowed volumes. The four planes defined in this way form an irregular 
triangular pyramid (Fig. 11} enclosing the allowed region of parameter 
values. There are no other critical intensity relationships which can 
be used with confidence to further limit the carbon parameters, due 
mainly to the poor resolutieai of the neutrcm diffraoti<m data. 
The carbon parameters s 0.290, yQ ' 0.132, sq s 0.082, together 
with y^  ' 0.202, give about the optimum agreement between oibserved and 
calculated neutrcm diffraction intensities. The intensities calculated 
using these parameter values are given in Table 11. 
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Table 10 
Helati(mship8 Used to Deternlne the Planes 
E&eloaing the Allowed Region of Paraonter Taloes for the Carban At<na 
Belatlonship Points Defining the Plane 
1^12^  ^^ 0^20  ^
2^02 ^^ 112 .^135, .084), (.2^ ».135, .098), 
U275,.125,.087) 
I , 3 . ^ 1 , 1 5  ( . 2 8 4 , . 1 3 5 , . 0 9 8 ) , ( . 3 2 1 , . 1 3 5 , . 0 6 4 ) ,  
 ^ 0275,.125,.087) 
I22T W^ 220 <*^ 35,.084),(.321,.135,.O64), 
(.275,.125,.087) 
 ^^113 ^  ^ 311 
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6 
E 
Fig. 11, Triangular pyramid enclosing the allowed region 
of parameter values for the carbon atoms in 
ThC^ . 
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Table 11 
Calculated Heutron Diffraction Intensities 
biM I ealc. hki Z calc. 
110 .2 130 1.3 
111 ,1 31X 1.3 
200 .1 13l 8.3 
002 1.4 131 0 in 51.1 204 8.7 
2dS 35.5 402 5.1 
nH 1.4 42I 0 
112 u.o I3S 0 
020 4.6 40Z 5.6 
021 14.1 313 .4 
202 5.1 024 2.4 
ia3 12.7 223 11.4 
31T 30.3 2g 2.7 
310 6.3 420 3.1 
315 2.1 42*2 2.0 
221 2.6 ll| 3.6 
022 4.4 511 .3 
220 3.9 11.8 
113 9.3 515 .9 
311 3.1 510 1.0 
221 1.6 421 12.1 
ziS 5.S 421 0 
313 .6 13l .6 
004 .5 33I .1 
2o:r 3.0 3l1 7.1 
402 .2 511 12.0 
400 330 7.6 
lU 7.3 332 3.8 
023 2.6 115 .8 
312 1.5 511 1.9 
222 3.6 331 2.3 
22S U.4 133 .6 
lU .5 
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7h» strueture of ThC^  is so great a distortion of the tetragaeal 
structure previously proposed, as to amount to a completely different 
structure. There aire still definite 0^  groups in the strueture, and 
the Th positicms nould be nearly identical «ith tbose of the preTiously 
reported structure if s 0.25 instead of 0»20, RoseTery e^ bond 
distances and marest neii^ bors in ThC2 are very different. These are 
given in Table 12 for the parameter values above together with those 
of the eactrenes allosed by the neutrcm intensities* 
The configuration about the Th atoas (Pig* 12} is essentially 
octahedral in character. Two carbon atoan, tram different C2 groups, 
are bonded to the Th by (B) bcctds, and U C2 groups are bonded to the 
Th by (4), (C), 0), and (E) bonds* 
The CQofiguration about the groups (Fig. 13) is siadlar to that 
about the carbons in eti^ lene with the addition of two thorium atoms 
b(»ided to ^ e C2 group by ^  bonds* The U Th atoss (1|2,4 and 5)» 
strongly bonded to the C2 carbons, oorrespood to the hydrogens in e-tii-
ylene (the angle between bonds (A) and (B) is about 111^ ) but they are 
not syBtmetrically arranged about the G-C bond due to the distortion 
introduced by the (C) bonds. The Th atoos l,2,i^  and 5 and the carbm 
at<saui lie almost in a plane, vhile a line joining the Th atone 3 and 6 
is alBost noroal to this plane as vould be expected if these atom nere 
booded to the Cg group by ^  bonds* 
The C-C distance is of special interest since the C2 group in ThC2 
Table 12 
ThCj Borxl Distances 
Bond lo. Carbon Paransters* 
A B C D S 
C-C 1 1.47 1.46 1.47 1.53 1.59 
Th-C 2 2.43 2.68 2.25 2.32 2.31 
B 2 2.38 2.35 2.49 2.40 2.37 
C 2 2.92 2.69 3.07 3.03 3.04 
D 2 2.89 2.93 2.82 2.85 2.94 
E 2 2.86 2.82 2.93 2.92 2.84 
Th-Th 2 3.70 
U 3.90 
2 4.U 
2 4.24 
2 4.24 
2 5.32 
*The carbon paraneters aret 
At X s 0.290} J « 0.132} s = 0.082 
B: 0.321} 0.135} 0.064 
Ci 0.260} 0.135} 0.084 
St 0.275} 0.125} 0.087 
St 0.284} 0.135} 0.098 
e^ letters are the sasie as those used in Figures 12 and 13 
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Fig. 12, Configuration of the carbon atoms about a 
thorium atom in ThC2» 
Fig, 13. Configuration of the thorium atoms about a C2 
group in ThCj. 
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hast in th« pa«t| been thoa^ t to be a G2 i<»« If this were true, the 
expeeted G-G distance would be about that of a triple bond (1.20 !)• 
fhe distance is not known aeouratelj, but it is of the order of 1.5 A, 
ab(Mt the single bond distance ^ aM in any ease is smch too long for a 
triple bond. It seems is^ ossible to aroid the eonclusi(»i that sufficient 
covalent bonding to the neighboring Th atoos is inTolved to lower nateri-
ally the electron density of the G-C bond* 
Many of the b(»:d distances given in Table 12 are reascsuible cova* 
lentf or TOtallic, distances, and thus the netallic valence theory of 
Pauling (1947) was applied to calculate -^ e apparent valences of Th and 
G in ThG2«. Fr(»i ei^ irical aiad theoretical considerations, Pauling 
obtains the expression 
E(l} - R(n) s 0.30 log n 
where R(l) is his sii^ le bond radius, R(n) is the radius of an atom 
participatii^  ^in a bond, and n is the bond nuadber, considered to be the 
fraeti<»i of electron pairs in the bcmd. The bond number can be obtained 
using Pauling*s sin^ l^e bond radii together with the observed b(»id 
distance by applying the above expressioa. The sum of the bond numbers 
of the bonds which the atoa forsa with its neighbors gives the valence. 
Using parameter set A, the valence of carbon, calculated in this way, 
ia 3.93 and the thorium valence is 6.25. The carb<« valence is 
reasonable but the thorium valence is not, aM thus it is doubtful if 
Pauling's theory applies in the case of ThG2» 
Chealstry of the Sioarblde Ion 
The disousaion herein will be limited to the diearbides of the 
type lfC2 whioh have been considered as salt-like in character. The 
diearbides of this crystallise with the GaC2 structure or the ThC2 
structure, is pointed out in the introduction, interest was aroused in 
these diearbides with the discovery Baensiger (1945) that the 
repwted structure of ThC2 was not correct. As applied to the chem­
istry of the dicarbide icm, the re<-determination of the ThG2 structure, 
as discussed in the preceding sectioa, is most interesting in that the 
G-C distance, while not accurately determined, is certainly much greater 
than had previously been assuiaed. 
Galcium carbide, CaG2» produces, upon hydr(^ sis, almost exclusively 
acetylene, while the rare earth diearbides, which are isomarphous with 
CaG2« produce about 70$ acetylene. ThC2, however, produces very little 
acetylene on hydrolysis, according to recent results of Ghlottl and 
Hodic (1950) using very pure ThG2* tJG2, which is isomarphous with 
CaC2, is similar to ThC2 in that it produces methane and hif^ er hydro-
carbons ai»i very little acetylene upon hydrolysis. The formation dt 
products other than acetylene, in the above cases, has been attributed 
to the slmuitaneoos productlm of hydrogen, by the oKldatlon of the 
metal, and reducticm of carbon, since the wrhoa was thought to be 
-2 
present in -^ ese diearbides as C2 i<»ui. However, since the C-C dis-
o o 
tance of 1*5 A found in ThG2 la much greater than the 1.2 A expected 
-2 
for the C2 ion, it is probably incorrect to consider ThG2 as ooataining 
-2 -2 
G2 ions, and if G2 ions are not present, it Is not necessary to rely 
•> 80 " 
eoi^ letely vpm the oocidatIon-reduction theory to explain the hydrolysis 
prodaets. 
SuiBsary and CoQolttsl(»ui 
1* fhC2 is not tetragonal f as previously rep(»<ted, but is mono-
olinie. The lattice oonstants of the G-oentered unit cell are a^  s 6.53, 
0 Q 
s 4.,24f Oq s 6,56 kf 104 « and Z s 4* A reascmble structure 
has been found aa. the basis of space group C2/e which satisfactorily 
accounts for both the X-ray and neutron diffraction data. 
2, The thorium positions aire (^0,y,^ j y,^ ) with y^ j^  s 
0,202 t 0.003» and the carbon positions are Jt(x,y,%/ x,y,-|»s; 
wi^ ih Xq 0.29, y^  0.132, and <5# 0.08, 
3* Sue to the poor resoluticm of the neutron diffraction data, the 
carbon paraiaeters could not be determined accurately but limits could be 
placed on then. These limits indicate that the C-C distance is of the 
« o —2 
order of 1.5 A, not 1.2 A, the distance expected fco* a C2 ion. 
4* The salt-like dlcarbides have been discussed briefly in llg^ t 
of the unexpectedly long C-C distance found in ThC^ * 
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